
Wednesday 6th May 2020 

Home Learning Activities for Holly Class 

Subject Activity Extension 

Maths Subtraction using a number line 

 
Use a number line to jump backwards, starting at the largest number to the 

find the difference between the two numbers. You can jump back in ones, if 

jumping back in larger numbers is too tricky.  

45 and 30  50 and 38 26 and 4 32 and 9 48 and 14 

 

There are some number lines available on the blog or you can draw your own. 

How many subtractions can you answer in 2 

minutes? Set a timer and answer as many as you 

can. 

 
 

 

 

 

English What is a command?  

Command sentences are used when you are telling someone to do something. 

Commands usually start with an imperative verb, also known as a 'bossy verb', 

because they tell someone to do something. 

Make your own warning sign that Mr McGregor 

could put on his fence to warn animals to stay out 

of his garden. 

Try using some of these words on your sign: 

dangerous      perils      hazardous     hurt 



Watch this video clip about command sentences 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/z8strwx 

Now complete the ‘stay with us, Peter Rabbit’ activity. The link can be found on 

the blog. 

Phonics ‘al’ saying /or/ 
Read these words aloud.  

all, call, hall, small, walk, talk, chalk, almost 
Can you write the words and draw the sound buttons? 

‘ew’ saying /oo/ and /yoo/ 

Phase 5 practise. Can you read these phase 5 

words aloud? 

few, new, dew, stew, blew, chew, grew, drew 

PE Today, we will be consolidating the skills we have practised so far. Try out 

these different activities: 

· Throw the ball up in air, throw it in different directions and catch with 2 

hands. Remember to pull the ball into your body 

· Throw the ball against wall and jump to catch it. Try throwing it at different 

speeds. 

· Throw the ball over your shoulder, turn to catch it. 

Check out Mr Garvey’s KS1 PE challenge for today. 

Stilling 

Time 

Peer massage 

Today you can give someone a massage in your family, remember to ask their permission before you touch them. I’ve attached a copy 

of some peer massage moves on the next page. We usually listen to some relaxing music whilst giving and receiving a massage.  

You could listen to this link  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DiMoehAeOU 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/z8strwx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DiMoehAeOU


 


